55. Scale to Measure Attitude of Tribal Peasant towards Integrated Tribal Development Project (ITDP)


Statements

1. ITDP is sound practical approach for the development of tribal farmer. (+)
2. ITDP leads conflict amongst the tribal farmers. (-)
3. ITDP has helped in increasing income of tribal farmers noticeably during last few years. (+)
4. I feel that ITDP is caste biased underprivileged concept. (-)
5. ITDP motives tribal farmers to come forward for participation in community affairs. (+)
6. I feel that ITDP is wastage of money. (-)
7. ITDP helps tribal farmers to develop leadership in running useful developmental activities. (+)
8. I believe that ITDP office bears are untrained to work efficiently. (-)
9. ITDP facilitates developing sensitivity of ‘we feeling’ among the tribal farmers. (+)
10. ITDP helps in rising knowledge of modern agricultural technology amongst the tribal farmers. (+)
11. ITDP contributes enhancing adoption of modern agricultural practices in the tribes. (+)
12. High working efficiency is great feature of ITDP. (+)
13. ITDP maintains superior linkage with other developmental agencies. (+)
14. I believe ITDP helps in providing sustainable livelihood. (+)

Value of Reliability: 0.82